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El TilI"adi to
and J nan Soldado
Two Victim Intercessors
ofthe Western Borderlands 1

In this essay we movefrom portable artforms to shrines and the beliefs
that are associated with them. For at least a century, Tucson has been home
to a shrine dedicated to a saint-likefigure which seems to function within the
patterns but outside the sanctions ofthe Roman Catholic Church. This spirit
belongs to a class that I have called "victim intercessors. " The essay examines
several victim intercessors in the western borderlands and suggests parallels
and historical antecedentsfor these beliefs. The Tucson shrine is examined in
detail as well, as are the dijfirent ways in which it is used by various segments oflocal society.
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El Tiradito
Next door to a Mexican restaurant, in one of Tucson's oldest
surviving barrios, an adobe wall stands at the end of a vacant lot. A
metal plaque in English and Spanish announces this to be a National
Historic Landmark. It is EI Tiradito, "The only shrine in the United
States dedicated to the soul of a sinner buried in unconsecrated
ground." El tiradito is Spanish for "The Litde Cast-away One," and
refers both to the site and to the legendary person or persons said to
have been buried there. (In this essay, I shall distinguish between person and place by means of capitalization. The place is EI Tiradito;
the person, el Tiradito.) EI Tiradito is above all a place where something is said to have happened. Exacdy what took place is not at all
clear. The more than twenty narratives in the archives of the University of Arizona Library's Southwest Folklore Center agree only on
one point-someone was suddenly killed and buried where he or she
fell, in unconsecrated ground. 2 Many versions involve some sort of
love triangle, with a woman, her lover, her husband, her brother (who
was mistaken for a lover by the jealous husband), or two of them
being killed in a fit of passion and buried on the spot. The general
feeling is that the action, whatever its precise nature, took place in the
1870s or 1880s.
Here is the Tiradito narrative which the Tucson City Council
declared in 1927 to be the official legend and story: Dr. F. H. Goodwin
employed a young sheep herder named Juan Oliveros, who lived on
Goodwin's ranch with his wife and his father-in-law. Juan had become
infatuated with his mother-in-law who lived in Tucson, and one day he
to visited her. Later that day, the father-in-law also came into town,
and, completely unsuspecting, surprised Juan with his wife in their
adulterous love. The young man was violendy evicted from the house,
and in the ensuing struggle the father-in-law seized an axe from the
woodpile and killed him. The older man fled to Mexico and Juan was
buried where he had fallen. 3
Many other accounts involve love and violence. A 1927 article
quotes pioneer Bishop Salpointe as the source of a story concerning a
"border ruffian" who betrayed a young woman, who subsequendy died.
The young woman's brother challenged the ruffian, and they fought
with knives. Both men were killed. The young man was buried near his
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sister, and their mother for years afterwards would come and light candles and pray for their souls. 4
A contrasting account has it that a half-witted boy who had the
reputation for doing "wonderful, miraculous things" was murdered and
buried where he had fallen. After death he continued helping his
neighbors. s Other narrators (including the well-known Mexican
American singer and composer, Lalo Guerrero, who grew up in the
barrio), say a man walking along the street was struck by a bullet flying
out of an open barroom door. He died instantly and was buried where
he had fallen. 6 Another recently collected account simply states that "el
tiradito fue un pobrecito que Ie mataron y Ie tiraron del tren. Y por eso
Ie nombraron el tiradito." (El Tiradito was a poor fellow who was
killed and thrown off the train. And that's why they called him el Tiradito.) The nearest railroad track is a quarter mile away, downhill from
the site?
The legends all agree on one fact concerning el Tiradito. Soon
after death and burial, this murdered person started successfully interceding with God on behalf of petitioners. The El Tiradito shrine has
become a place where people seek supernatural help. Many older
accounts have it that one should keep vigil at the shrine all night (or
that one's candle should burn all night) in order for a petition to be
granted. A boy who lived in the area once told a folklore student:
"There's this wishing shrine down by the community center. This old
man was killed, and if you want something real bad, like if you want a
new car or if you're in the third grade and want to pass into the fourth,
you go there, and you tell the old man that if you get it you'll go and
light a candle for him."g
This statement, collected in the 1970s, indicates that for some at
least, the Wishing Shrine, as El Tiradito is often called in English, was
still important as a place of petitions. I can personally state that,
although I have never seen anyone praying or keeping vigil at the site, I
have never been there when at least one or two candles have not been
burning. While Mexican Americans still use the shrine, it has attracted
a number of Anglos as well. One woman, for example, leaves a candle
at the shrine whenever she intends to show one of her dogs; a man
stops by and lights a candle every time he goes hunting for javelina (the
wild peccary of the Sonoran desert); another woman lit candles during
her daughter's problem pregnancy.
In recent years the shrine has taken on an additional significance
for many residents-as a community symbol for ethnic identity and a
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El Tiradito from the east, May, 1992. The central object in front of the wall is a
wrought iron candle rack; other metal candle holders are visible to either side. The discoloration of the central part of the wall is from candle smoke; the dark stain on the
ground is from candle grease. Photograph by James Griffith.

rallying point for local actlVlsm. In 1971, the proposed Butterfield
Parkway was planned to pass through several barrios on Tucson's
southwest side. A sizeable area of historic residential Tucson had
already been swallowed up during the construction of the Tucson Convention Center. In what many thought would be a futile effort to
oppose the predominantly Anglo American establishment in its
notions of progress, several neighborhood organizations formed, composed largely of long-time Mexican American residents of the area, to
halt the freeway construction. The freeway plans were eventually abandoned, in large measure, according to local belief, because El Tiradito
was placed on the National Register of Historic Landmarks. Debates
in the state legislature eventually led to a statewide moratorium on all
inner-city freeway projects. 9
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The lessons learned from this struggle have not been lost on subsequent generations of activists. In the late 1980s, a project to widen
Mission Road on the west side of the Santa Cruz River threatened to
destroy the remaining foundations of the mission structure that served
the Indian village that was there long before the European settlement
of Tucson. Chicano activists fought the project and deliberately followed the lead of the earlier Butterfield Parkway-El Tiradito strategy.
A small nicho or shrine was cast in cement from a bathtub belonging to
one of the activists. A large cross was erected in the path of the road
project. The shrine was placed in front of the cross, with a statue of the
Virgin of Guadalupe inside it. The site was blessed by a Jesuit priest
and a Tohono 0'odham medicine person. Then the activists, with the
ball securely in the developers' court, sat back and waited. It is the
spring of 1994 as I write, and the road project seems to have been postponed indefinitely.
The El Tiradito site had not been unknown to the greater community of Tucson prior to the Butterfield battle. Newspaper and magazine articles from the 1920s on have described the vigils at the shrine
and have recounted one or more of the legends associated with it. The
present shrine, surrounded on three sides by an adobe wall with a scalloped outline and a niche at the west end, was constructed in 1940
under the auspices of the Neighborhood Youth Administration. 1o This,
by the way, is not El Tiradito's original site; the present site was
donated to the City of Tucson in 1927 when road construction
destroyed the earlier shrine. At that time, a great deal of public attention was paid to El Tiradito; it was then that the official version of the
legend was adopted.
By the late 1920s, in the eyes of at least some of Tucson's decision-makers, El Tiradito was becoming something other than a place
where lower-class Mexicans prayed for miracles. Tucson was beginning
to discover that its regional Mexican heritage made good copy. The
baroque revival Saint Augustine's Cathedral and Pima County Courthouse were built in 1920 and 1929, respectively. Yaqui culture had been
discovered by adventurous members of the Anglo majority a few years
earlier, and Phoebe Bogan's booklet on the Yaqui Easter Ceremonies at
Pascua Village had been published in 1925Y Once Arizona was
admitted to statehood in 1914, Mexicans and Indians started becoming elements of local color and tradition, rather than being seen as
impediments to progress. And so El Tiradito became the subject of
magazine articles and came under the protection of the City Fathers.
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That protection still holds good, by the way-the site is regularly cared
for by employees of the Tucson Department of Parks and Recreation.
Not all Catholic Mexican Americans use-or have used-the
shrine. One friend told me that his family never prayed at EI Tiradito;
they prayed in church as they were taught. Because the unsanctioned
devotion to el Tiradito was never popular with the clergy, it is interesting to see the site accepted by some priests in its new role as a symbol
of ethnic unity and identity.
For EI Tiradito seems to be changing. Candles are still burned at
the shrine, and other religious objects appear from time to time, but
there seems to be a general feeling that el Tiradito's powers are not quite
as strong as they once were. In fact, el Tiradito the person may well be
losing out to EI Tiradito the place as the source of supernatural power.
The uses of the site are expanding as well. The first written mentions ofEI Tiradito are in a 1893 newspaper article and a 1909 diaryY
Apparently, the shrine was visited by Mexican Americans at that time
and was known to some extent by the rest of the downtown community. By at least 1927, however, EI Tiradito had a value to the larger
community of Tucson as a part of the city's local color. Articles on the
shrine were written for such magazines as Progressive Arizona. 13 The
city accepted the land on which the new shrine was located and even
adopted an official version of the origin legend.
The shrine remains a multiple-use area to this day. People light
candles there, and the site is a frequent stop on formal and informal
tours of Tucson. The daily papers average an article on EI Tiradito
once every three or four years. Local writers, myself included, make
sure the site and its story show up occasionally in magazines, on radio,
and on TV. The site is a shrine, a place where one takes visitors from
out of town, and a reminder of the power of a group of men and
women who succeeded in stopping City Hall. Meanwhile, El Tiradito
still attracts those who need help or power but may have no other place
to find it. It is still important in the neighborhood and in the culture
that have long supported it.

Juan Soldado
I was driving along Mexico's Highway 15, south of Magdalena,
Sonora, on December 10, 1982, when a sign over the door of a roadside chapel caught my eye. It read "EI Anima de Juan Soldado" (The
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spirit of Juan Soldado). Neither my travelling companion Richard
Morales nor I had ever heard of Juan Soldado, so we stopped and
walked into the ranchito at the end of the road behind the chapel.
There we learned the following narrative about Juan Soldado from the
woman of the house:
Juan Soldado is an alma (a soul), not a santo. He was a
soldado razo, an "army recruit," in Tijuana, Baja California.
His capitan raped and killed an eight-year-old girl who had
come to the garrison with food or laundry or something.
The captain accused Juan and then applied la ley fuga on
him. (fa ley fuga, "the law of flight," is a Mexican euphemism for shooting a prisoner and then explaining that he
was killed while trying to escape.) Juan began appearing to
the captain and to the captain's novia, or "sweetheart." A
chapel to Juan has been constructed in a cemetery in
Tijuana.
The woman heard of Juan in Hermosillo (capitol of the state of
Sonora), asked his help in healing her sick daughter, and built the
chapel south of Magdalena after the daughter was cured. According to
her, most priests who know of Juan (whom she calls "my Juanito")
approve of his devotion. One priest did not; he said it was all the devil's
work. That priest, she told us, is now in Tucson, dying of diabetes with
both legs amputated. (There was indeed a Mexican priest in that condition in Tucson at that time, but I could not bring myself to interview
him about Juan Soldado.)14
The chapel on the highway contained a three-foot-high statue of
Juan Soldado, as well as smaller statues of the Sacred Heart of Jesus,
the head of the Suffering Christ, and Saint Martin ofPorres (San Martin de Porres)Y All these are locally popular devotions. Curiously
enough, in the years from 1982 and the present, I have never seen in
the chapel a statue of San Francisco-the reclining St. Francis Xavier
whose devotion brings thousands of pilgrims annually to Magdalena,
only about five miles to the north of the chapel. 16 In addition to the
statues, masses of flowers and several candles adorned the chapel, as
well as slabs of composition marble bearing written testimonials to
Juan Soldado's efficacy in granting miracles.
Needless to say, this encounter with Juan Soldado piqued my
curiosity. I was in San Diego several months later with a few hours to
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spare and drove across the border to Tijuana. My wife and I located
the cemetery-PanteonJardin No. l-where Juan Soldado was buried
and not only found his grave and chapel but the reputed site of his execution. We also heard more versions o£his legend from several people
we encountered at his grave. These versions basically stayed within the
pattern that had been established by the woman in Sonora-Juan was
executed for a horrible crime actually committed by his commanding
officer, who gave the orders for his execution. Some details were given
concerning the eventual repentance of the officer after Juan appeared to
him and to others. Juan started his apparitions quite soon after his
death, it appears, while his mother and other women were keeping vigil
at his execution site. There was also a statement concerning a rock pile
at his execution site; it miraculously retained its original size, no matter
how many rocks were added or removed. (It has long been customary
in Mexico to raise a rock pile surmounted by a cross at the death site of
a traveller. Passersby are supposed to add a rock and offer a prayer for
the repose of the soul of the departed. )17
It was also explained to us that Juan Soldado derived his powers
from God. Like Jesus, he had been falsely accused and killed. He has
now been judged by God and proven innocent. Here, as in Sonora,
there were tales of opposition from the Catholic Church. The improvised chapel by Juan's grave, I was told, would be a beautiful church
except that the priests will not permit such a building to be built or
even allow a caretaker to be hired.
The chapel was filled with candles, flowers, and testimonial
plaques. Most of the plaques did not give details of the petitions
answered but merely thanked Juan Soldado for having granted an
unspecified miracle. They were usually signed and dated. As was the
case in Sonora, Juan Soldado (represented by busts from two different
molds) shared the chapel with other holy figures. There were several
representations of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, a Virgin, and a Holy
Family. I observed only one milagro, or metal representation of the part
of the body involved in the petition. There were none in the chapel
near Magdalena, Sonora. This is in contrast to the statues of San Francisco at San Xavier del Bac, Arizona, and Magdalena de Kino, Sonora,
which are usually plentifully supplied with milagros. 18 Testimonial
plaques also line the exterior of the chapel and appear on Juan's grave
nearby.
At the south end of the cemetery against a cliff is Juan Soldado's
supposed death site. It is protected by a brick wall and is furnished with
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several crosses, more plaques, and a pile of rocks. Outside the cemetery
gates were two pushcarts with vendors selling devotional objects,
including two printed prayers to Juan Soldado, candles with a prayer
and a photo ofJuan, and photographs ofJuan. The picture is of a teenage boy in army uniform, leaning against a table on which stands a cruciftx. This sort of picture was commonly taken of young men upon
joining the army and does not presuppose any special religiosity or
piety on the part of the subject. The pictures are supplied with Juan's
full name-Juan Castillo Morales-and the traditional date of his
death, February 17, 1938.
Unlike el Tiradito, Juan Castillo Morales (in Mexican custom,
the patronymic comes ftrst and the matronymic second) appears in the
historical record. An eight-year-old girl named Olga Camacho disappeared on February 13, 1938; her raped and murdered body was discovered the next day. That same day, Juan Castillo Morales, a 24-yearold soldier, was arrested for the crime. Tijuana was at the time a volatile place-the end of prohibition in the United States, along with a
presidential decree in Mexico prohibiting games of chance, had
affected the recreation patterns of many adult Californians and led to
the closing of bars and casinos in Tijuana. With widespread unemployment, the situation in Tijuana was ripe for some sort of public outburst. Olga Camacho's murder provided the spark.
The next day, labor agitators are said to have incited an angry
mob to demand Juan Castillo be released to them for lynching. The
demand was not granted. In its anger, the mob burned the municipal
police headquarters and the municipal palace on the early morning
hours of February 15. As the civil authorities were by this time apparently powerless, a military tribunal took over the responsibility of trying Juan. He was pronounced guilty and publicly shot at 8 A.M. on
February 18. His mother put a stone on the place where he fell and
erected a sign requesting all passers-by to place stones on the pile and
pray an Our Father. As the stone pile grew, Juan Castillo MoralesJuan Soldado-Ieft the realm of history and entered that oflegend.19

Parallel Figures
So here we have two traditional ftgures of religious belief and legend along the western Mexican-American border. Although the stories
are dissimilar in many ways, they have one basic point in common.

Chapel by the grave of Juan Soldado, Panteon No.1, Tijuana, Baja California. A bust
ofJuan Soldado sits atop the roof; testimonial plaques line the visible side wall. Photograph by James Griffith.

Postcard with multiple, hand-tinted images
of Juan Soldado's photograph. Such a postcard, probably manufactured in Mexico
City, would normally be cut into four
smaller pictures, which could then be
framed. Photograph by David Burkhalter.
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They deal with a subject who was murdered and buried, at least for a
while, on the spot where he or she fell. I have since discovered three
more such legends. Two concern individuals in Nogales, Sonora. A soldier named Pedro Blanco was killed one night, possibly in the 1920s,
while he crossed an arroyo on his way home from a gambling game
with considerable winnings. And a woman named Tita Gomez was
gathering wild onions on a hill south of Nogales when her boyfriend
struck and killed her with a tire iron. These individuals were buried for
a while where they fell. Each was believed to grant petitions, and in
both cases, the bodies were later removed to public cemeteries in
Nogales. Today, Pedro Blanco rests in the Pante6n Rosario while Tita
Gomez lies in the Pante6n Nacional. I have found no evidence at either
grave of a living devotion-no milagros, no plaques, and few decorations-even on November 2, the Day of the Dead in Mexico.
Three Mexican men are said to have been arrested for a serious
crime immediately after they got off a train in Benson, Arizona, possibly around the turn of the century. Although innocent, they were
swiftly hanged without a trial and buried just outside of the Benson
cemetery. For years, offerings of candles and ribbons would be left at a
mesquite tree near their graves. Now tree, graves, and devotion have all
vanished.
Similar figures exist outside of the western borderlands. A bandit
named Jesus Malverde is said to have lived in the state of Sinaloa in
northwest Mexico. According to popular belief, he preyed upon the
wealthy and helped the poor with his spoils. He was hanged in 1909 at
Culiacan, Sinaloa, and has been described as a "patron saint to contemporary thieves and smugglers.,,2o Other evidence suggests that his
devotion is not confined to those outside the law. Shrimp boat captains
leave portions of their catch at his shrine in Culiacan, and people
appeal to him for the same miracles of healing, business success, and
escape from legal problems that are asked ofJuan Soldado.21
I have seen printed prayers to Jesus Malverde. The cover illustrations depict a young man dressed in a light-colored shirt with flap
pockets and a kerchief around his neck. His hands are apparently tied
behind him and a noose hangs behind his head. The other end of the
rope has been thrown over a tree branch above his head. A bunch of
cattails stands to his left; the trunk of his hanging tree is to his right. 22
A woman in Magdalena who makes plaster statues of Juan Soldado once told me that Malverde was another inocente, like Juan. She
knew no stories about him, but said that she would make statues of
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him, too, if she knew what he looked like. Jesus Malverde seems to be
another successful victim intercessor, performing much the same services for his west-coast region that Juan Soldado and el Tiradito do for
the borderlands.
Moving farther from home, Antonio Gil of northwest Argentina
seems to be another such figure. Gil deserted from the Argentine army
in the late nineteenth century, refusing to shed the blood of his fellow
Argentines, and was shot. Miracles are still sought and obtained at his
grave and death site, which have become elaborate shrines with heavy
pilgrim visitation.23 I am beginning to realize that there are many such
figures throughout Latin America. Most exist outside of, or in spite of,
the official church.
I call these legendary characters who exist outside of the structure
of the Roman Catholic Church but behave like Catholic saints "victim
intercessors." Perhaps the only characteristic they share is the fact that
they were victims. Somehow this is felt to enable them to intercede
with God. The owner of the Juan Soldado chapel in Sonora was
emphatic that Juan was not a saint, but an alma, or "soul." In fact, the
theme of official Church opposition is often found in the narratives
concerning these legendary figures.
What is a saint, and how is sainthood achieved in the Catholic
Church? According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, a saint is a person
"recognized by the church, either traditionally or by formal canonization, as being in heaven and thus worthy of honor." This applies only to
those saints who make their presence known to the living; there may
be, of course, many others. A saint's whole life must be "as nearly as
possible governed by the complexus of virtues centered about religion."24 This qualification is remotely approached only by that narrative which describes el Tiradito as a strange, mentally defective boy-a
narrative which I suspect to be of rather recent origin. For the rest, little or nothing about any aspect of their lives is told, other than the
essential fact of their being victims. The statue maker in Magdalena
used the word inocente while talking about Juan Soldado, with the
implication of guilelessness as well as technical innocence.
The Catholic saint whose case presents the closest parallel to
these victim intercessors is St. Maria Goretti, a young Italian girl who
was stabbed while resisting rape in 1902 and was subsequently canonized. But she was recalled as a very virtuous child, who died in defense
of the Christian virtue of chastity. Butler, in his account of St. Maria
Goretti, makes it clear that "a violent and unjust death alone is not
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enough to constitute martyrdom.,,25 But precisely that sort of death
seems to be the only distinguishing feature of the victim intercessors.
Why are they so important? I suspect one reason is that, like so
many of the people who ask them for help, they were, through no fault
of their own, on the receiving end of injustice and violence. They were
victims, no more and no less. Juan Soldado was persecuted and killed
but later judged by God and found innocent. His identity as an innocent victim may mean more to his devotees than it would have had his
life been filled with Christian virtues and resistance to temptations.
The official church needs evidence of a life lived on Christian religious
principles in order to presume an individual's existence in the presence
of God. For many poor folks, it seems enough to hear of suffering and
victimization that leads to death, that great mysterious leveller. Acceptance by the Catholic Church bureaucracy might seem unimportant
and even irrelevant to people whose experiences with bureaucracies
may not have been positive. So it is, perhaps, that victim intercessors
have gained their power over the minds of people accustomed to Catholic forms and concepts, even if not dwelling completely within the
conceptual framework of the official church.26
These figures appear to be very old in the Catholic folk world.
A biography of St. Martin of Tours, written about 400 A.D. by Sulpicius Severus, tells how the saint became curious concerning an altar
said by the common people to be placed over the grave of a Christian
martyr. Going to the site and standing over the grave, he prayed that
God would reveal to him who was buried there. A "loathsome and
fierce shadow" appeared at his left side. When St. Martin questioned
the shadow, it replied that the dead person was a brigand who was
executed for his misdeeds. The common folk had been duped into
believing the man was a saint in glory, rather than a sinner dwelling
in punishment. 27 This narrative certainly gives our borderlands intercessors a long pedigree, if not a respectable one in the eyes of the
church.
I should add two parenthetical observations at this point. One is a
reminder that while the subjects of this discussion are all said to behave
like saints and intercede with God on behalf of petitioners, northern
Sonora's most important saint, San Francisco, the great composite saint
whose devotion centers at Magdalena de Kino, apparently does nothing of the kind. He is described as not only effecting cures himself but
as exacting vengeance on those who fail to return with the promised
payment.
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The other point that must be raised is that miraculous appearances and occurrences are still important in the western borderlands. In
1980, for instance, images of Christ, the Virgin, and Saint Theresa
have appeared in the soot of a fireplace in a home in Sahuarita, just
south ofTucson.28 Our Lady of Guadalupe appeared on a school window in Sonora in 1982,29 and in 1985 the face of Christ was discovered
on a photograph taken of clouds near Tucson. 3o As I write this, the
owner of a local shrine has just called to tell me that she sees an image
of the Blessed Virgin on a blank wall in a recently-taken photo of the
shrine. The photo was taken and printed by myself.
Getting back to our two victim intercessors, the problem remains
as to why el Tiradito seems to be changing rapidly, if not secularizing,
while Juan Soldado seems more or less stable as his influence expands
from Baja California to Sonora. 31 I suspect it is to a great degree a matter of unified legend. Nobody is quite sure who el Tiradito was.
Knowledge of that shadowy figure seems confined to the facts of a
murder, a burial, and subsequent miracles. This may be one reason why
the place is becoming more important than the person.
In the case of Juan Soldado, on the other hand, we know his
name-Juan Castillo Morales-and the date of his death. To some
extent, his story is corroborated by historical documentation. We have
only one basic narrative concerning his death and a photograph exists
purporting to be his portrait. This combination of precise information
and graphic representation may be an important factor in Juan Soldado's continuing popularity.

Conclusions
El Tiradito and Juan Soldado can now be seen not to stand alone
but to fall well within a pattern of victim intercessors that reaches back
locally at least into the late nineteenth century and in Europe to the
early days of Christianity. Although these folk saints have no standing
within the Catholic Church, the devotions to them follow well-established Catholic patterns of prayer to saints for intercession. These
saints, however, have not been selected by the church hierarchy. They
function as sources of power for those who, while belonging to a Catholic culture, seem to be-and feel themselves to be-somewhat separated from mainstream Catholicism. In need of intermediaries between
themselves and God, poor people-the underdogs, or "los de abajo"-
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have chosen individuals who are victims like themselves to speak to
God in their behalf. The list of victim intercessors is by no means stable; several have appeared, served their purpose for a number of years,
and slipped back into oblivion. Others, like el Tiradito, have changed
in meaning as a wider community embraced them. Only Juan Soldado
on the border, like Jesus Malverde in Sinaloa or Antonio Gil in Argentina, appears to have remained relatively unchanged over the years.
Collectively, however, victim intercessors seem to be an important and
stable part of this region's spiritual life.

Appendix
Printed Prayers to Juan Soldado andJesUs Malverde 32

Juan Soldado
There are two different editions of printed prayers to Juan Soldado in the archives of the Southwest Folkbre Center. Although the
pictures on the front pages differ, the same text appears on both. It is as
follows:
ORACION
A LA ANIMA SOLA DE
JUAN SOLDADO

Alabado sea el Santisimo Nombre del Padre, el hijo y
el Espiritu Santo; tres divinas personas y un solo Dios verdadero. Qyienes con el infinito y Misericordioso Poder, han
colmado de gracia y milagrosas indulgencias a mi querido
hermano y protector Juan Castillo Morales.
En el Nombre de Dios Todo Poderoso, Espiritu y
Anima de Juan Soldado, por motivos muy ciertos y con el
corawn rebozante de Fe en tu inmediata ayuda, vengo a
confiarte todas mis penas que me atormentan moral y materialmente, no dudando ni un instante que por medio de tu

Obverse of printed prayer card to Juan Soldado. The prayer on the other side of the
card appears in the appendix. The text on this side reads "Visit and Prayer to the Solitary Soul of Juan Soldado, Venerated in Cemetery No.1, Tijuana, Baja California."
Photograph by David Burkhalter.
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Infalible Intercesi6n ante el Todopoderoso vea colmados
mis buenos deseos, se estos convienen a mayor Gloria de
Dios Nuestro Sefior y Tuya en Particular.
SE HACE LA PETICION DESEADA
Como te daras cuento JUAN ITO, mis anhelos estan
desprovistos de capciosas maldades y todo 10 que deseo es
encontrar un apoyo eficaz de tu parte para acallar la indigencia moral y material en que me encuentro sumido.
HERMANO JUAN SOLDADO: Yo te suplico encarecidamente que no me abandones con tu protecci6n en esta dificil
prueba.
Confio en la Omnipotencia Misericordiosa de Dios y
en tu Infalible Ayuda, prometiendote desde este momento,
ser uno mas, de tus innumerables devotos. AMEN.
Como final se rezan tres padres Nuestros.
NOTA: Ofrezcase la presente Oraci6n en cualquier
momento, pero de preferencia a las 12:00 y 15:00 horas.
PRAYER
TO THE SOLITARY SOUL OF
JUAN SOLDADO
Praised be the Most Holy Name of the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit; three divine persons and only one
true God. Who with their infinite and Merciful Power, have
filled my beloved brother and protector Juan Castillo
Morales with grace and miraculous indulgences.
In the Name of Almighty God, (Oh) Spirit and Soul
of Juan Soldado, for very evident reasons and with my
heart overflowing with faith in your prompt assistance, I
come to confide in you all the moral and material sorrows
that torment me, not doubting for one instant that
through your Infallible Intercession with the Almighty I
will see my worthy desires amply filled, if those agree with
the Greater Glory of the Lord our God, and with Yours in
Particular.
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ONE MAKES THE DESIRED PETITION
As you are well aware, JUAN ITO, my desires are
obstructed by insidious evils and all I wish is to find an
effective support from you to quell the moral and material
poverty in which I am plunged.
BROTHER JUAN SOLDADO, I earnesdy entreat you not
to remove your protection from me in this difficult trial.
I trust in the Merciful Omnipotence of God and in
your Infallible Assistance, promising you from this moment,
to be one more of your innumerable devotees. AMEN.
In closing, one prays three Our Fathers.
NOTE: Offer this Prayer at any time, but preferably at
12:00 and at 3:00 P.M.

This prayer, except for the first paragraph, was also printed on a
sheet of paper glued to a votive candle that was purchased near Juan
Soldado's gravesite in Tijuana, Baja California in May, 1983.

Jesus Malverde
There are in the archives at the Southwest Folklore Center two
printed prayers dedicated to Jesus Malverde. Each bears a picture of
Malverde as described in the main body of the text. Although the pictures are alike in almost all details, they are in fact different renderings
of the same idealized portrait. In each case the portrait is labelled
"JESUS MALVERDE," and bears the legend "DI TU VOLUNTAD Ayudar a
mi gente en el nombre de Dios." ("SPEAK YOUR WILL Help my people
in the name of God.") Each sheet bears the following prayer on the
back:
La Verdadera Oraci6n del
Anima de Malverde
Hoy ANTE TU CRUZ POSTRADO
OH MALVERDE MI SENOR
TE PIOO MISERICORDIA
Y QUE ALIVIES MI DOLOR.

EI Tiradito andJuan Soldado
Tu QUE MORAS EN LA GLORIA
Y ESTAS MUY CERCA DE DIOS
ESCUCHA LOS SUFRIMIENTOS
DE ESTE HUMILDE PECADOR.
OH MALVERDE MILAGROSO
OH MALVERDE MI SENOR
CONCEDEME ESTE FAVOR
Y LLENA MI ALMA DE GOZO.
DAME SALUD SENOR
DAME REPOSO
DAME BIENESTAR
Y SERE DICHOSO.

Se hace enseguida la peticion personal y se reza 3
Padres Nuestros y 3 Aves Marias.
Se Finaliza encendiendo dos veladoras.
SE DEBE CARGAR UN AMULETO 0 LA PIEDRA IMAN,
PRINCIPALMENTE ROJA.

The True Prayer of the
Soul of Malverde
TODAY PROSTRATE BEFORE YOUR CROSS
OH MALVERDE MY LORD

I

BEG OF YOU MERCY

AND THAT YOU RELIEVE MY PAIN.
You WHO DWELL IN HEAVEN
AND ARE VERY CLOSE TO GOD
HEAR THE SUFFERINGS
OF THIS HUMBLE SINNER.
OH MIRACULOUS MALVERDE
OH MALVERDE MY LORD
GRANT ME THIS FAVOR
AND FILL MY SOUL WITH JOY.
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GIVE ME HEALTH LORD
GIVE ME REST
GIVE ME WELL-BEING
AND

I

WILL BE JOYFUL.

One immediately makes the personal petition and
prays 3 Our Fathers and 3 Hail Marys.
One ends by lighting two candles.
ONE SHOULD CARRY AN AMULET OR THE LODESTONE,
MOSTLY RED.

The only difference between the two printed prayers that I have
examined is that one omits the mention of the amulet and the lodestone.

